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ABSTRACT: Electronically phase separated manganite wires are found to
exhibit controllable metal−insulator transitions under local electric ﬁelds.
The switching characteristics are shown to be fully reversible, polarity
independent, and highly resistant to thermal breakdown caused by repeated
cycling. It is further demonstrated that multiple discrete resistive states can
be accessed in a single wire. The results conform to a phenomenological
model in which the inherent nanoscale insulating and metallic domains are
rearranged through electrophoretic-like processes to open and close
percolation channels.
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a relatively linear change in resistance with applied bias, and has
a strong bias polarity dependence.7−10 In contrast, switching
devices based on electronic phase transitions rely on large
voltages that are directly applied along the probe direction in
the device, thereby inducing a ﬁrst-order transition in the
electronic states. These devices are characterized by a wide,
active temperature range, require switching voltages that are
strongly temperature-dependent, and show static or large
hysteresis in switching behavior arising from the free energy
attributed to a ﬁrst-order transition.1,11−17
We demonstrate that lateral gate electrodes can be used on
electronically phase separated manganite nanowires to induce
dynamic metal−insulator transitions with novel switching
characteristics that do not conform to any mechanisms
previously reported. To explain the observed behavior, we
introduce a phenomenological model in which conduction
channels are formed within the wire by manipulating the
positions of the inherent metallic phase domains. The unique
means of switching and device structure allow nonstatic
switching, reduce risk of thermal breakdown on repeated
switching, have no subthreshold current leakage, provide bias-

esistive switching is observed across many diﬀerent
material classes and can be driven by widely diﬀerent
mechanisms ranging from valence change and electrostatics to
molecular ﬂuid ﬂow and nanomechanical processes.1 Complex
materials are very promising candidates for the discovery of
new switching processes since their strongly correlated
electronic properties often create a ﬁnely balanced system
that can be drastically modiﬁed with small changes to the
underlying order parameters. These materials are of high
interest for next generation applications since they possess
many compelling properties such as high-temperature (Tc)
superconductivity, multiferroicity, and colossal magnetoresistance. In many cases, these behaviors are accompanied by
coexisting electronic phases of vastly diﬀerent resistive and
magnetic character at the nanoscale.2−6 Spatially manipulating
these phases while preserving the novel macroscopic behaviors
oﬀers the potential for creating new types of electronic devices
with new degrees of functionality.
Resistive switching has been achieved in several of these
systems using traditional carrier doping and by inducing
electroresistive phase transitions in the material. In the case of
carrier manipulation, a gate electrode is directly applied to the
surface of the studied material, and an electric ﬁeld applied to
the gate acts to change the material’s access to electrons. This
switching behavior has a wide, active temperature range, shows
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Figure 1. Device geometry and properties of [La1−xPrx]5/8Ca3/8MnO3 wires under an electric ﬁeld. (a) SEM image of device conﬁguration showing
three sets of lateral Au gates placed along manganite wire, color overlay for clarity. (b) Cross-sectional drawing of LPCMO wire near a set of Au
gates where the scale bar is to scale for the in-plane direction only. (c) Top: Resistance versus gate voltage curves under 3 T magnetic ﬁeld for 400
nm, 700 nm, and 1 μm wires with the electric ﬁeld applied through central gate electrodes. Each curve shown is taken at the individual peak
resistance switching temperature. Bottom: Maximum relative resistance change across a range of temperatures for each wire.

Figure 2. Bias cycling response and temperature dependence of switching ﬁelds, resistance, and magnetization. (a) Example forward (circle) and
reverse (triangle) ﬁeld eﬀects on increasing (red) and decreasing (blue) gate voltage show no hysteresis and symmetric response to bias polarity,
taken on the 400 nm wire using central gate at 99 K under a 3 T magnetic ﬁeld at a 1 V/s rate. (Inset) The peak in ΔR/ΔVgate occurs at the same
electric ﬁeld regardless of polarity or ramping direction. This peak is taken as the switching voltage. (b) Example of a 2D electric ﬁeld map used to
ﬁnd maximum ﬁeld within the wires at the recorded switching voltages. (c) Switching electric ﬁeld values for wires across active temperature range
shows no dependence on temperature or width. (d) Resistance vs temperature on cooling 5 K/min under a 3 T magnetic ﬁeld and 0 V gate voltage
for 20 μm long wires of varying width etched from the same 50 nm thick single crystal thin ﬁlm. (e) Field cooling and warming magnetization vs
temperature plots under a 0.1 T magnetic ﬁeld for a parent LPCMO ﬁlm before lithographic processing. Highlighted regions in d and e show the
temperature window between onset of ferromagnetic metal phase seeding and blocking temperature where ﬂuid phase separation exists.

is well-accepted that the strongly correlated spin-charge-latticeorbital order parameters are of central importance in how these
phases seed and coexist.4,16,18 Even small variations to the
underlying energetics can have dramatic eﬀects on phase
behavior and can lead to colossal changes in character. Most
proposed device applications in these systems are based on
controlling the macroscopic behaviors by applying global ﬁeld
tuning such as substrate strain, electric and magnetic ﬁelds, or
thermal manipulation.5,16,19−22 Recent work on materials
conﬁned to length scales similar to that of the phase domains

polarity independence, and can be used in a geometry that gives
access to multiple discrete resistive states along a single wire.
The characteristics observed oﬀer new possibilities for accessing
low power switching, creating reconﬁgurable interconnects, and
opening a new mechanism for application in novel electronic
devices.
In electronically phase separated materials, regions with very
diﬀerent resistive and magnetic properties can coexist on length
scales ranging from micrometers to nanometers.4 While there is
a great deal of debate on what gives rise to this phenomenon, it
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ramping direction or polarity. The resistance is also ﬂat above
and below the critical switching voltage. Figure 2b presents an
example of the simulated electric ﬁeld intensity applied across a
400 nm wire. To model the contour of electric ﬁeld intensity,
two-dimensional cross-sectional dielectric matrices are constructed with the same geometry as the experimental devices.
The electric ﬁeld is calculated for the entire device cross-section
including the manganite wire, SrTiO3 substrate, vacuum gap,
and Au contacts. The dielectric values of the Au gates are set to
a suﬃciently high value of 10 000. The phase separated
manganite wires are assigned a dielectric value of 3000 while
vacuum and SrTiO3 substrate dielectric constants are taken as
the standard values: 1 and 1000, respectively.13,32,33 The
experimentally observed switching potentials are then applied
to the Au gates, and the local electric potential and ﬁeld is
solved using a diﬀerential equation of Gauss’ law (∇·D = 0,
where D is the electric displacement ﬁeld) across the matrices.
This was solved for multiple temperatures on each of the three
wires. Figure 2c gives the maximum electric ﬁeld values within
the wires at each temperature when switching occurred (see
Supporting Information for more details). Two key observations from this are that the switching ﬁeld is not temperaturedependent and that the electric ﬁeld within the wire when the
resistance drop occurs appears to be independent of wire width.
These observations are in sharp contrast to previously observed
resistive switching behaviors in other devices where the driving
mechanism is attributed to either carrier doping, band bending,
or phase transitions.7,8,13,34
Carrier doping is a common mechanism applied to changing
a material’s resistance by injecting electrons across an interface
into the device. Properties that go along with this mechanism
are a subthreshold region in which the resistive gate is being
opened and can be characterized by a ΔR/ΔVgate having a
nonzero value for Vgate > 0, bias polarity dependence, and a
broad active temperature range.32,33 Carrier doping is ruled out
as a possible mechanism in the laterally gated devices, since
there is no evidence of a similar subthreshold region upon
voltage application, no electroresistive sign dependence on bias
polarity, and the active temperature range is conﬁned to the
ﬂuid phase separated temperature range.7,8 Further, piezoelectric inﬂuences induced at the SrTiO3 interface can also be
ruled out because only a small volume of the substrate is
aﬀected by electric ﬁeld and this is clamped by the underlying
substrate. This leaves the possibility that the resistance changes
can be attributed to electric ﬁeld induced phase transitions;
however, there are several reasons why this seems unlikely. A
charge ordered insulator to ferromagnetic metal phase
transition is of ﬁrst order; this means that there is a free
energy component that must be accounted which accompanies
the change in metallic volume fraction.16 This fact makes the
switching ﬁelds strongly temperature-dependent, allows switching across a wide temperature range, and gives rise to a
relatively static switching behavior with large hysteresis on
electric ﬁeld cycling.1,11−15 While it is impossible to rule out
small contributions from these mechanisms in the present
study, the vastly diﬀerent switching characteristics make it clear
that the dominant process involved in creating the large abrupt
opening of the conducting percolation path in the side gated
devices is not due to any previously reported mechanisms.
To understand why these devices act as they do, the resistive
and magnetic properties of the unbiased material must be
considered. Figure 2d shows the resistance as a function of
temperature at zero gate voltage. All wires except the widest

has shown that it is possible to create structures in which
transport is dominated by a relatively few domains.3,23−25 The
combination of conﬁned structures with local ﬁeld tuning may
then be expected to allow access to another layer of tunability
in these materials. In this work, we describe an example of this
approach where inherent metallic and insulating electronic
phases are manipulated in a single crystal manganite wire
through the application of local electric ﬁelds.
The ideal prototype material to investigate locally controllable phase separated circuitry needs to have domain sizes that
are accessible with standard conﬁnement techniques and must
have a region known to possess energetically balanced
electronic phases of signiﬁcantly diﬀerent resistive properties.
For these reasons, we selected the colossal magnetoresistive
manganite [La1−xPrx]5/8Ca3/8MnO3 (x = 0.3) (LPCMO) which
has charge-ordered insulator (COI) and ferromagnetic metal
(FMM) domains coexisting near the metal−insulator transition
and possesses a ﬂuid phase separated state (or strain liquid
phase) where the coexisting phases strongly interact to
maintain local energetic balance.14,26−30 This ﬂuid phase
separated state is deﬁned by the thermal region in which the
FMM and COI phases have a similar free energy.28,29,31 In this
regime, the competing phases are not pinned and can be
described as electronically soft matter, where even slight
changes to the energetic landscape in which the phases reside
can drive domain orientations.16,29,31 A 50 nm thick single
crystal manganite ﬁlm on SrTiO3 (001) and gate electrodes
were patterned using both photo and electron beam
lithography to create 4 pairs of 40 μm × 40 μm pads
connected by 20 μm long wires of 400 nm, 700 nm, 1 μm, and
2 μm widths (see Supporting Information for fabrication
details). Figure 1a and b shows an example of the experimental
device design where a manganite wire is set in a two-probe
geometry with three sets of evenly spaced freestanding lateral
gates along the wire length with 1 μm vacuum gaps. The
resistance is monitored along the wires with a 50 nA constant
current source. Bipolar voltages are applied to the Au gate
electrodes and induce an electric ﬁeld through the vacuum gaps
and patterned LPCMO wire.
Figure 1c compares the behavior of 400 nm, 700 nm, and 1
μm wide LPCMO wires when applying an electric ﬁeld across
the central gate. In each case, there is a sharp change in
resistance above a critical ﬁeld without obvious hysteresis or
residual transition eﬀects when the electric ﬁeld is removed
from the gate. The relative change in resistance is strongly tied
to wire width, where narrower wires have the highest percent
change in resistance which means that these devices have
excellent scaling properties. This is not surprising since the
smaller wires have fewer possible percolation paths.23,25 While
outside the scope of this work, we note that the relative
resistance change could be greatly enhanced by using a single
gate on a shorter wire where only the local resistance change
would dominate. Of particular interest is that switching occurs
in a limited temperature range of ∼85−120 K but is never
observed outside of this temperature window in any wire width.
This behavior is unlike any previously observed in complex
oxide devices and suggests that a new mechanism is driving
these resistance changes.1,11−15
Figure 2a shows the 400 nm wire’s resistance as its central
gate’s voltage is cycled from 0 V to 60 V to −60 V to 0 V. For
consistency in determining the switching voltage, we use the
peak in the slope of resistance as a function of applied voltage.
The resistance switch occurs at the same voltage regardless of
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present sharp jumps in resistance along the metal−insulator
transition which indicates that transport is being dominated by
a small number of phase domains transitioning from insulating
to metallic states.23,25,30,35 The magnetization curve of the
unpatterned manganite ﬁlm in Figure 2e shows the
ferromagnetic metal phase onset below 120 K on cooling.
The temperature at which the plateau in the warming curve of
manganetization begins to sharply decrease, ∼80 K, can be
taken as the low temperature limit of the ﬂuid phase separated
state.19 The transport and magnetic measurements when taken
together are consistent with the material possessing active
coexistence of electronic phases balanced in the ﬂuid phase
separated state.19,20 This region is characterized by the presence
of coexisting metal and insulating phases that are energetically
balanced and unlocked from the low temperature glass phase
and is highlighted in Figure 2d and e between 80 K and 120 K,
which is also the temperature range in which switching is
observed.14,26−30
Based on these observations, a phenomenological electrophoresis model using a two-dimensional (Lx × Ly) lattice is
adopted to simulate the resistance in the manganite nanowires
across a range of temperatures and applied electric ﬁelds. A
matrix is constructed from metal and insulating sites where
each phase type is assigned a charge constant, QM for the
metallic site and QI for the insulating site which does not break
the charge neutrality of the material. The Hamiltonian is given
as: H = ∑iQiVi + A∑<i,j> QiQj. The ﬁrst term represents the onsite potential energy under an external electric ﬁeld: Qi is the
charge and Vi is the electric potential on site i. The second term
is the nearest-neighbor (NN) Coulomb repulsion. A is the
Coulomb coeﬃcient, which is taken as the energy unit 1. The
(QM − QI) is also taken as unit 1. The typical lattice size used in
the simulation is Lx = Ly = 40, which equates to domain sizes of
25 nm per site. Open and periodic boundary conditions are
applied to the y and x sides, respectively, since the gate voltage
is applied along the y direction. The electric ﬁeld within the
lattice is simpliﬁed to be uniform. The dynamics of phase
separated lattices are simulated using the standard Markov
chain Monte Carlo method, and their resistances are calculated
by mapping these lattices to resistor networks.13,36,37 Figure 3
shows resistance as a function of applied electric ﬁeld for a
temperature corresponding to the ﬂuid phase separated regime
in which a small number of newly seeded metallic domains
coexist with insulating domains in a ratio of 20/80 and are not
locked in the glass phase. The inset Monte Carlo snapshots
show the system states across the range of applied ﬁelds. At low
ﬁelds, the metallic clusters are randomly distributed. Increasing
the ﬁeld draws the metallic regions together and, at a critical
value, overcomes the Coulombic repulsion between clusters
thereby creating a percolation channel that reduces the
resistance. Decreasing the electric ﬁeld below the critical
value returns the system to a disordered, high resistance state.
At lower temperatures corresponding to the glass phase, the
metallic regions are not free to migrate so switching cannot be
realized without inducing phase transitions which would change
the transition characteristics. It is also found that the volume
fraction of metallic elements aﬀects the required switching ﬁeld,
where a higher metallic concentration requires a lower electric
ﬁeld. This result is experimentally conﬁrmed by changing the
applied magnetic ﬁeld on the device (see Supporting
Information). This model gives a good qualitative match to
experimental observations; however future studies using

Figure 3. Electrophoretic model of resistive switching. Resistance vs
applied ﬁeld for model system of 40 × 40 matrix of 20% metal
(yellow) and 80% insulating (red) elements above the critical entropic
temperature with system snapshots along the ﬁeld cycle. The matrix is
taken to lie directly between a single set of gates. The disordered
metallic and insulating domains coexist in a random nonpercolative
network under no electric ﬁeld. The application of electric ﬁeld
induces electrophoretic-like domain movement. Beyond the switching
ﬁeld, the Coulombic repulsion between like domains is overcome, and
domains coalesce into a single low resistance channel which opens a
percolation path and results in a large drop in resistance.

scanning probe magnetic or resistive imaging will be needed
for direct conﬁrmation.
There are several beneﬁts to this type of electrophoretic-like
device. Compared to other devices, which can degrade with use
and time caused by ionic migration or suﬀer from dielectric
breakdown, this design allows contact free, reversible control of
the electronic states which we anticipate will greatly increase
the device lifetime.8 Figure 4a shows the resistance of the wire
as it is cycled 10 000 times between gate biases of 0.2 and 70 V;
while further testing will be explored, over this range the two
resistance states are stable and do not decay over time. Figure
4b demonstrates consistent resistance levels in the binned
values of all collected resistance states. Also of practical
importance, while one set of gates can produce two stable
resistive states, the addition of more gates along the wire length
allows access to more unique resistive states. Figure 4c
demonstrates a four-level resistive device that is created with
the use of two sets of gates. Each level is a combination of on
and oﬀ states triggered by energizing/de-energizing diﬀerent
combinations of the two gates at a bias of 65 V. The variation in
local resistance change can be attributed to the wire region
between each gate possessing a unique, random distribution of
metallic domains where the relative change to the percolation
channel’s resistance after switching is diﬀerent for each region
depending on how much of a preswitch path was inherently
present.13,24 As such, fabricating a distribution of gate sizes or
increasing the number of gates should give access to even more
resistive levels with a relation 2n where n = number of gates.
Though these properties are highly desirable, the presented
LPCMO prototype system is unlikely to ﬁnd immediate
application due to its active region being below room
temperature, use of relatively high magnetic ﬁelds to adjust
domain sizes, and slow switching speeds on the order of 300 ms
(see Supporting Information). However, these ﬁndings open
the door to a wealth of other electronically phase separated
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Figure 4. Eﬀects of device cycling on 700 nm wire and example of multilevel switching. (a) Horizontal step plot of resistance vs time where a 70 V
bias is applied and removed with a full cycle every 2 s. Resistance levels are nearly identical at the beginning and end of 10 000 cycles with no sign of
aging. (b) Histogram of resistive levels collected from 10 000 voltage cycles show two clear resistive levels corresponding to the biased and unbiased
states. (c) Four-level resistive behavior achieved by controlling two pairs of gates simultaneously on the same 400 nm wide wire. “1” corresponds to
the central gate with “2” corresponding to a gate nearer the probe current source. Red represents that the gate voltage is oﬀ. The lowest resistance
state corresponds to a 65 V bias applied to both gates, while the highest resistance state is reached with no voltage applied to either gate.

■

materials exhibiting electronic phase separation across a wide
spectrum of temperatures, domain sizes, and resistive and
magnetic properties.3−6,38,39 Indeed, one of the most exciting
aspects of this new type of switching behavior is that it may be
present across such a wide range of complex materials, from
high temperature superconductors to multiferroics. Since many
of these materials are sensitive to multiple types of ﬁelds, have a
broad range of desirable characteristics, and oﬀer unique blends
of electronic phases, there are many opportunities to
implement new types of functionalities which can be tailored
to speciﬁc temperature and size speciﬁcations.
The prototype manganite device described in this work
demonstrates a new type of switching mechanism that may be
accessible in many complex oxide materials. Our phenomenological model suggests that the abrupt resistance changes
observed upon application of a suﬃciently high electric ﬁeld is
driven by electrophoretic-like redistribution of the coexisting
electronic phase domains. The geometric control of electronic
element conﬁgurations may act as rudimentary rewritable
circuitry where nanoscale phenomena operating at mesoscale
lengths can be used to drive macroscopic transport. Further
development of the concepts presented may lead to practical
low power switching applications, ﬁnd use in reconﬁgurable
interconnects in VLSI chips, and promises to bring new types
of multifunctionality to a wide range of other complex materials
where electronic phase competition exists.
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